Silicon photonics lacks a second-order nonlinear optical (χ (2) ) response in general because the typical constituent materials are centro-symmetric and lack inversion symmetry, which prohibits χ (2) nonlinear processes such as second harmonic generation (SHG). Here, we realize record-high SHG efficiency in silicon photonics by combining a photo-induced effective χ (2) nonlinearity with resonant enhancement and perfect-phase matching. We show a conversion efficiency of (2,500 ± 100) %/W, which is 2 to 4 orders of magnitude larger than previous works. In particular, our devices realize mW-level SHG output powers with > 20 % power conversion efficiency. This demonstration is a major breakthrough in realizing efficient χ (2) processes in silicon photonics, and paves the way for integrated self-referencing of Kerr frequency combs for compact optical frequency synthesis and optical clock technologies.
Second-order (χ (2) ) nonlinear optical processes are a cornerstone for many classical and quantum applications 1 . For example, to achieve compact functionalities for optical frequency synthesis 2,3 and optical atomic clocks 4 , frequency combs based on third-order nonlinear processes need to be self-referenced by efficient second harmonic generation (SHG), ideally on the same silicon chip. However, common materials in silicon photonics, including silicon (Si), silicon nitride (Si 3 N 4 ), and silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ), do not support χ (2) response in bulk within the electric-dipole approximation 1 . It is therefore particularly challenging to realize efficient SHG on a silicon chip. As a result, systems based on silicon photonics technology have often relied on conventional platforms such as centimeter-scale periodically-poled lithium niobate waveguides for χ (2) functionalities 2,4 . Alternatively, there has been considerable progress in realizing efficient SHG in non-silicon-based thin film platforms, including aluminum nitride 5 , gallium arsenide 6 , and lithium niobate [7] [8] [9] [10] . Such advances generally require heterogeneous integration with a silicon-based platform 11 for optimized performance in the aforementioned frequency comb applications. On the other hand, silicon carbide nanophotonics has recently made major strides, demonstrating χ (2) processes in both photonic crystal cavities 12 and microring resonators 13 . However, the fabrication processes that realize high performance in SiC 12, 13 suggest that its integration with the rest of the silicon photonics platform may be challenging.
There has also been work aiming for demonstrating effective χ (2) processes directly in typical silicon photonics materials. One approach uses the weak χ (2) nonlinearity present in silicon-based systems (for example, due to symmetry breaking) in conjunction with perfect-phase matching in high quality factor (Q) microcavities to boost the normalized SHG efficiencies to 0.1 %/W [14] and 0.049 %/W [15] . These efficiencies can be improved by optimized input/output waveguideresonator coupling, but are ultimately limited by the weakness of the χ (2) nonlinearity. Another approach uses a large effective χ (2) nonlinearity created through the combination of an electric field and the medium's χ (3) nonlinearity in photonic waveguides without cavity enhancement. This electric field can be induced directly by external electrodes 16 or optically through the photo-galvanic effect [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , and has yielded χ (2) nonlinearities ranging from 0.3 pm/V to 3.7 pm/V, resulting in normalized SHG efficiencies as high as 13 %/W [16] . The induced field not only produces a nonlinearity that significantly exceeds the existing intrinsic nonlinearty, but also supports quasi-phase-matching, with phase either pre-determined 16 or self-organized/photo-induced 18, 19, 21 . However, the above approaches, when used separately, are inefficient compared to devices using traditional χ (2) materials [5] [6] [7] , and as a result are far from generating mW-level continuous-wave SHG output.
To realize efficient SHG, we engineer devices that take advantage of both a strong effective χ (2) nonlinearity and resonant enhancement. We use the Si 3 N 4 platform 22 that has been successfully applied to many wide-band nonlinear photonics demonstrations, including octave-spanning frequency combs [23] [24] [25] , classical/quantum frequency conversion 26, 27 , and optical parametric oscillation 28 . The physical process is photogalvanic field-induced SHG, first discovered in germaniumdoped glass fibers decades ago 29 . In contrast to reports of a photo-induced χ (2) in non-resonant geometries such as Si 3 N 4 waveguides [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and SiO 2 fibers [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , here we demonstrate an effective photo-induced χ (2) nonlinearity in a high-Q Si 3 N 4 microresonator. We show that this resonantly-enhanced, fieldinduced χ (2) nonlinear process enables high efficiency SHG with appreciable output power for continuous wave inputs.
The physical process behind our approach involves χ (2) and χ (3) nonlinear interaction among three modes, as shown in Fig. 1(a,b) , and is unique in realizing perfect-phase matching for both the intrinsic χ (2) process and the field-induced χ (2) process simultaneously. First, phase and frequency matching of the intrinsic χ (2) process, as shown in Fig. 1 (b)-(I), is supported by recent techniques developed in nanophotonic dispersion engineering 27 . Once such matching is fulfilled, the χ (3) processes, as shown in Fig. 1 (b)-(II,III), are automatically matched given the nature of the DC field, which is stationary with zero angular momentum and has a frequency of ω = 0. The χ (2) and χ (3) processes can therefore work together seamlessly, that is, the induced χ (2) can feed upon the intrinsic seedling SHG to self-start ( Fig. 1(b) ), rather than relying on external electrodes 16 or a SHG laser for initiation 18 . Second, the field-induced χ (2) in our scheme, through perfect-phase matching with a DC field, is more efficient than those reported previously, which are achieved through quasi phase matching with RF fields 16, 18, 19, 21 , as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Due to such perfect-phase matching, our induced χ (2) from the DC field is always at its maximum, instead of having periodic modulations which decrease the effective χ (2) to 2/π and 1/π times the maximum value for square 16 and sinusoidal 18, 19, 21 longitudinal profiles of the RF fields, respectively. Moreover, the resonance nature enables the induced χ (2) to remain spatially uniform inside the resonator, instead of forming buildup and decay-down regions as observed in waveguide geometries 18, 19, 21 . Through this phase-matched, photo-induced, and resonant SHG process, we report a SHG conversion efficiency of (2,500 ± 100) %/W in a Si 3 N 4 microring resonator, which is 2 to 4 orders of magnitudes larger than previous works in typical silicon-based materials [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 34 . Our absolute SHG efficiency is (22 ± 1) % at an output power of (1.9 ± 0.1) mW, with an input pump power of (8.8 ± 1.0) mW. This performance level is suitable for f -2 f self-referencing of octavespanning microresonator frequency combs within a common Si 3 N 4 platform 2,4,24,25 .
The SHG device is a Si 3 N 4 microring integrated with two coupling waveguides, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . A pump laser in the telecom band (≈ 1560 nm) is coupled by a straight waveguide (bottom) into the microring, in which the 1560 nm light is frequency doubled to 780 nm, and the 780 nm light is out-coupled by a separate waveguide (top). This top waveguide only supports the 780 nm light, and does not support any modes for 1560 nm (see Supplementary for more details on coupling). Inside the microring, three modes are involved in the process, the DC mode, the pump mode (1560 nm), and the SHG mode (780 nm). The DC mode is stationary (resonance frequency of ω = 0) with zero azimuthal angular momentum, and can be characterized by (n, m) = (0, 0), when depicted in the whispering-gallery-mode terminology, where n represents radial mode number and m represents azimuthal mode number. To perfectly match the mode numbers for the pump and SHG, we use the fundamental transverse-electric (TE1) mode for the pump and the third-order transverse-electric (TE3) mode for the second harmonic, with the respective mode profiles in Fig. 2(c,g) . Finite-element-method simulation indicates that the (1, 154) and (3, 308) modes, which are clearly matched in angular momentum, have nearly matched frequencies in a microring with 23 µm radius, 1.2 µm ring width, and 600 nm thickness (additional details regarding dispersion engineering are in the Supplementary).
To guarantee perfect-phase matching of the underlying intrinsic χ (2) process, we identify the azimuthal mode numbers using the selective mode splitting method 35 that has recently been applied to wide-band microcavity nonlinear optics 27 . With this method, we pattern some devices with a small modulation in ring width (amplitude of 20 nm) and an angular period of π/m to deterministically scatter and split the m-th mode, while leaving other modes unperturbed, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b,f). For example, spectra from two devices exhibiting a targeted mode splitting at ≈ 1548 nm (m = 155) and ≈ 1557 nm (m = 154) are shown in Fig. 2(b) . We also use this method to identify the 780 nm modes, as shown in Fig. 2(f) . Devices on the same chip with nominal dimensions, but without the mode splitting pattern, show very similar resonance wavelengths ( Fig. 2 (a, e)), so relative modes for all devices on the chip can be identified.
While phase matching is quantized and is perfect once the appropriate modes are identified, frequency matching of those modes typically needs thermal/power tuning 5 , as shown in Fig. 3(a,b) . The device has loaded quality factors (Qs) of > 0.5 ×10 6 and intrinsic Qs > 1 ×10 6 for both pump and SHG modes ( Fig. 2(d,h) ). These high Qs necessitate frequency matching to be within ≈ 0.3 GHz (the cavity linewidth). The resonance wavelengths of the pump and SHG modes are 1557.785 nm and 778.877 nm, respectively, recorded by a wavemeter at room temperature, when optical power is small so that both Kerr and thermo-optic shifts are negligible. The SHG mode thus needs a ≈ 7.7 GHz (15.5 pm) red-shift relative to that of the pump mode to enable frequency matching, as illustrated in the top panel of Fig. 3(b) . Such a frequency mismatch can be compensated by both thermal and Kerr effects. In particular, the thermal shift can make up for this frequency mismatch by heating at a rate of 0.291 GHz/ o C (0.585 pm/ o C) (see the Supplementary for details).
The thermo-optic bistability exhibited by the high-Q cavity, indicated by dashed red triangles in Fig. 3(a,b) , requires the pump laser to be scanned from blue-detuning to red-detuning to drop power into the cavity. When pump power is first dropped into the cavity, illustrated by region (i) in Fig. 3(a,b) , the pump and SHG mode are mismatched in frequency, similar to the cold cavity case. Here the seedling SHG process is only resonantly enhanced by the pump cavity mode but not by the SHG cavity mode, and yields no observable SHG signal (i.e., P SHG < 0.1 nW). Without such seedling SHG, effective photo-induced SHG cannot self-start. When the pump laser is tuned into region (ii) in Fig. 3(a,b) , the two cavity modes start to have spectral overlap, which results in an appreciable seedling SHG power to start the photogalvanic effect.
To reach optimal SHG power, both forward and backward tuning of the pump laser are required, with the specifics dependent on the laser-cavity detuning. These two tuning methods are illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3(a) . For example, the SHG power of 1.15 mW can be directly generated by forward tuning, where the laser is tuned from < 1558.06 nm to 1558.09 nm, as indicated by the blue arrow. But the larger SHG power of ≈ 1.2 mW at 1558.08 nm can only be accessed through backward tuning, that is, the laser is first tuned in the forward direction from < 1558.06 nm to > 1558.09 nm, and then tuned in the backward direction to 1558.08 nm, as indicated by the red arrow. In comparison, when the laser is In regions (i) and (iii), the device has no observed SHG response, because of the inefficient seedling SHG process, as the cavity modes are frequency mismatched. In region (ii) (green area), the cavity frequencies match and photo-induced SHG can self-start, either through forward (blue) or backward (red) laser tuning. As shown in the inset, both tuning methods requires forward tuning at first to drop laser power into the cavity, because of thermal bistability indicated by the dashed red line, whose height is proportional to the pump power that is dropped into the cavity. In region (ii), photo-induced SHG can self-start and the response time depends on the laser detuning, which affects the cavity frequency mismatch, as shown in directly forward tuned from < 1558.06 nm to 1558.08 nm, no SHG signal is observed. Such a hysteresis is likely due to pump depletion, as the cavity frequency matching is different when SHG just starts (without depletion) in comparison to when it has already started (with depletion). As discussed earlier, when the pump laser is set to a wavelength between 1558.09 nm and 1558.15 nm, SHG can selfstart simply by forward tuning. The response time of the process is determined by the photogalvanic process. This time critically depends on the cavity frequency matching. When the frequency is matched well (the top panel (ii) of Fig. 3(b) ), i.e., λ p = 1558.09 nm to 1558.11 nm, the response time is within a few seconds. In contrast, when the cavity modes are not well frequency matched (the bottom panel (ii) of Fig. 3(b) ), i.e., λ p = 1558.12 nm to 1558.15 nm, the SHG has a slow build-up time ranging from 20 seconds to over a minute, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . Note that our photogalvanic build-up time is much shorter than those reported in previous works. Even the slowest case has a response of ≈ 110 s, and this response time is in general 2 to 3 orders of magnitude faster than previous photogalvanic work in waveguides 18, 19, 21 . Such a significant change in response time is related to the cavity enhancement in the SHG efficiency. While in the waveguides the SHG signal has to build up longitudinally, the SHG signal can pass through the cavity ≈ 5,000 times to build up coherently. This number of roundtrips of light is estimated by F /(2π), where F is the cavity finesse. Finally, when the laser is further detuned into region (iii) in Fig. 3(a,b) , the cavity frequency mismatch is over-compensated, so that the SHG mode is red-shifted relative to the pump mode.
We repeat this method at various pump powers and temperatures to optimize the normalized conversion efficiency (η) and output power (P 2ω ), as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The top panel shows that the maximal normalized conversion efficiency (η = P 2ω /P ω ) is (2,500 ± 100) %/W. In comparison, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , this efficiency (dashed red line) is > 100× the previous record 13 %/W in silicon photonics 16 (dashed orange line). Our results have superior efficiency than previous works due to the use of perfect-phasematching and resonant enhancement in comparison to quasiphase-matching in waveguides [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 34 (dashed blue line) and silica fibers [29] [30] [31] [32] , while our much larger nonlinearity leads to improved performance relative to all other resonant schemes in silicon photonics 14, 15 (dashed purple line). Although our normalized SHG efficiency of (2,500 ± 100) %/W is only 1 % of the recently-reported χ (2) record in lithium niobate microrings 7 , our absolute SHG efficiency of (22 ± 1) % (see Supplementary Material) is comparable to state-of-the-art χ (2) nanophotonic devices 5, 7 . Moreover, the maximal SHG power we obtained is ≈ 2.2 mW SHG in the waveguide with ≈ 15 mW input pump power (the bottom panel of Fig. 4(a) ). Such milliwatt-level output SHG powers are a record among all nanophotonic SHG results 5, 7, 14, 15 .
As discussed in the Supplementary Material, we estimate the induced effective second-order nonlinearity to be χ (2) eff = (0.20 ± 0.04) pm/V. This value is near the lower end of previous Si 3 N 4 photogalvanic results [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , which range from 0.3 pm/V to 3.7 pm/V. The electric field is estimated to be (0.6 ± 0.1) MV/cm, which is ≈ 15 % to 20 % of the electric breakdown voltage of Si 3 N 4 36 , i.e., 3 MV/cm to 4 MV/cm. Our induced nonlinearity is currently limited by pump depletion and likely can be further improved. For example, in previous work 16 , the applied field is 0.25 MV/cm, which is 62.5 % of the electric breakdown voltage of Si (0.40 MV/cm).
In summary, we demonstrate efficient photo-induced second harmonic generation (SHG) with perfect-phase matching in silicon photonics, achieving record-high conversion efficiencies in comparison to prior silicon-based devices, and absolute efficiencies and output powers on par with the highest values demonstrated in nanophotonic media with much larger intrinsic χ (2) nonlinearities. Our demonstration opens up promising avenues for χ (2) nonlinear silicon photonics, including f -2 f locking for χ (3) -mediated octave-span frequency combs, sum-/difference-frequency generation, and electro-optical modulation.
Supplementary Information I. A TOY MODEL FOR COMPARISON PURPOSES
In this section, we review a simple model to understand the differences in efficiency of various approaches to SHG, as illustrated in Fig. 5 (a) (same as Fig. 1(c) in the main text). This toy model compares the SHG response from cavities and waveguides in perfect-/quasi-phase matching (PPM/QPM) cases.
As shown in Fig. 5(b) , the effective nonlinearity in our case is always maximal, as it is induced by a DC field with perfectphase matching (solid red). For photo-induced SHG with perfect phase-matching in a waveguide, because the build-up of the photogalvanic effect requires certain thresholds for the input light fields, the nonlinearity needs some time to be turned on (solid blue line in Fig 5(b) ). In the quasi-phase matching cases, for both cavity (dashed red line) and waveguide (dashed blue line), the effective nonlinearity has a sinusoidal modulation compared to the perfect-phase matching case. In the waveguide (dashed blue line), this modulation also leads to a slower response in the build-up of the nonlinearity. Finally, any seedling nonlinearity (χ (2) s ) is much smaller than the effective/induced nonlinearity (χ The equations that describe the build-up of the nonlinearity in these systems within this simple model are given as follows:
F is the field-induced second-order nonlinearity, i.e., χ
(2)
S is the small seedling SHG nonlinearity. For illustration purposes, we use χ (2)
F here. E th represents the threshold electric field amplitude to excite the photo-galvanic effect and a represents the period of quasi-phase matching.
II. A FULL MODEL FOR PHOTO-GALVANIC DC-FIELD-INDUCED SHG
In this section, we review second harmonic generation (SHG) in high-Q microresonators, and present an estimate of related physical parameters, including mode overlap (η), effective mode volumes (V ), induced nonlinearity (χ (2) ), and electric field a waveguide microring P ω (E DC ). In particular, we look into the cases where pump and SHG modes are quite different in frequency. In high-Q microresonators, because light propagates many round trips before being lost (e.g., scattering or absorption) or appreciably coupled out from the cavity, we can treat the loss and coupling as if they are uniformly distributed in time and space. The slowly varying light fields satisfy the following equations given by:
whereÃ m (m = p,s) are the intra-cavity light fields for pump and SHG modes, sitting on the fast-oscillating background of e −iω m t ,
where ω m is the angular frequency of the light. Frequency conservation requires ω s = 2ω p , which is assumed in deducing the equations. The cavity fields are normalized so that |Ã m | 2 = U m (m = p,s), which represents the intra-cavity energy. The first terms in Eqs. (1-2) describe the free cavity evolution (without sources or nonlinear effects), where ∆ω m (m = p,s) represents the detuning of laser/light frequency (ω m ) from the natural cavity frequency (ω 0m ), i.e., ∆ω m = ω m − ω 0m . Γ tm describes the decay of the intra-cavity energy U m , which includes the intrinsic cavity loss and the out-coupling to waveguide, Γ tm = Γ 0m + Γ cm . Here the decay term Γ lm is related to optical quality factor Q lm by:
We use Γ instead of Q so that it is more straightforward to describe the physics of the cavity, as shown in Fig. 6(a) .
The second terms in Eqs. (1-2) describe the SHG processes. Here the nonlinear parameter γ is given by
whereη characterizes the spatial overlap of interacting optical modes and is therefore a dimensionless real parameter from 0 to 1, with its value given by:η
HereẼ m represents the dominant electric field components of the m = p,s mode. This field is related to A m by U m = |A m | 2 ≈ V dv ε m |Ẽ m | 2 . Here the approximation is made possible when the other electric field components are much smaller than the dominant one, for example, |Ẽ z |, |Ẽ φ | |Ẽ r | for transverse-electric (TE) modes. The mode overlap is estimated to be 67.6 % using finite-element method simulation. In Eq. (4), χ
(2) the third-order nonlinearity at ω s with the inputs at ω p , ω p , and a DC field.Ẽ DC is the equivalent DC field amplitude from the photo-galvanic effect, assuming that such a field is evenly distributed inside the microring and that the mode volume and the mode overlap of χ (2) and χ (3) are similar.n represents average linear refractive indexn = (n 2 p n s ) 1/3 . Likewise,V represents average mode volumeV = (V 2 p V s ) 1/3 , where individual mode volume is given by:
We use finite-element method simulation to calculate the mode volumes of the pump and SHG modes to be 60.6 µm 3 and 54.0 µm 3 . The effective mode volume is therefore 58.3 µm 3 . Note that the nonlinear parameter γ described in Eq. 4 is related to nonlinear coupling strength 5 , i.e., g, with a normalization of photon energy given by γ = g/ √ ω s . The last term in Eq. (1) is the source term that represents the pump laser coupled into the cavity. The coupling rate Γ cp is given by Eq. 3 and the input fieldS in is normalized in such a way that |S p | 2 = P ω represents the input power of the pump laser in the waveguide (Fig. 6 ).
We note that terms representing phenomena such as nonlinear absorption and free carrier effects are not considered in Eqs. (1-2), as silicon nitride (Si 3 N 4 ) is wide-bandgap and does not have such effects in the frequency ranges of interest in this work. In addition, four-wave mixing (FWM) of the cavity fields is not considered in these equations. Self/cross-phase modulation and the thermo-optical shift, although not considered explicitly, can be included in the detuning of the pump and SHG modes (∆ω p and ∆ω s ). See Section IV for details. Quantum fluctuation of the pump and signal bands is also not included because we are only interested in the classical regime. When considered in steady-state in the continuous-wave case, Eqs. (1)-(2) reduce to:
[∆ω 2
In the perturbative regime, the second term in Eq. (7) can be neglected and system response is linearized, therefore resulting in the SHG efficiency:
When the pump is depleted, that is, γ Γ tp /A s , Eqs. (7)-(8) lead to a nonlinear dependence on U p . We solve this equation graphically in Fig. 7 , and retrieve a χ F = (0.20 ± 0.04) pm/V, where the error is propagated from the uncertainties in conversion efficiencies and optical quality factors. This value corresponds to a DC field of (0.6 ± 0.1) MV/cm, using χ (3) = 3.39 × 10 −21 m 2 /V 2 as the third-order nonlinearity 37 . The error is propagated from the one-standard-deviation uncertainty in estimating χ F . This estimation assumes that pump and SHG fiber-chip coupling and laser detuning (i.e., frequency matching) are all optimized in the experiment.
III. DEVICE SIMULATION AND FABRICATION
In this section, we provide extra data for the device dispersion and coupling. In the main text, the two optical modes used in the experiment have radial and azimuthal mode numbers of (1, 154) for the pump mode and (3, 308) for the SHG mode. We calculate the frequency mismatch of these two modes by finite-element method simulation, as shown in Fig. 8(b) , where the ring width (RW ) and thickness (H) vary while the ring radius (RR) is fixed. The nominal device structure has RW = 1200 nm, H = 600 nm, and RR = 23 µm and its frequency mismatch ∆ν = ν s − 2ν p = -150 GHz. This frequency mismatch is sensitive to device geometries (e.g., RW and H) and can be tuned by rates of δ(∆ν)/δRW ≈ 44 GHz/nm and δ(∆ν)/δH ≈ 50 GHz/nm. The device used in the experiments has a frequency mismatch of 7.7 GHz, which is small enough to be compensated for in practice via thermal and Kerr effects (Section IV). Two waveguides are used to couple the pump and SHG modes separately, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . The nominal device parameters of the coupling waveguides are given in (c). The nominal parameters yield coupling Q ≈ 10 6 for both pump (left) and SHG (right) modes, as shown in Fig. 8(d) . The device layout was done with the Nanolithography Toolbox, a free software package developed by the NIST Center for Nanoscale Science and Technology 1 . The Si 3 N 4 layer is deposited by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition on top of a 3 µm thick thermal SiO 2 layer on a 100 mm diameter Si wafer. The wavelength-dependent refractive index and the thickness of the layers are measured using a spectroscopic ellipsometer, with the data fit to an extended Sellmeier model. The device pattern is created in positive-tone resist by electron-beam lithography. The pattern is then transferred to Si 3 N 4 by reactive ion etching using a CF 4 /CHF 3 chemistry. The device is chemically cleaned to remove deposited polymer and remnant resist, and then annealed at 1100 • C in a N 2 environment for 4 hours. An oxide lift-off process is performed so that the microrings have an air cladding on top while the input/output edge-coupler waveguides have SiO 2 on top to form more symmetric modes for coupling to optical fibers. The facets of the chip are then polished for lensed-fiber coupling. After being polished, the chip is annealed again at 1100 • C in a N 2 environment for 4 hours.
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IV. THERMAL SHIFT
We measure the thermal shift of the pump and SHG modes by temperature tuning as shown in Fig. 9 . At room temperature (≈ 21.9 o C), the SHG wavelength (778.877 nm) is 15.5 pm smaller than half of the pump wavelength (1557.785 nm). However, the thermal shift rate of the SHG mode (11.11 pm/ o C) is larger than half of the rate of the pump mode (10.525 pm/ o C). Therefore, this mismatch can be compensated at a rate of 0.585 pm/ o C by heating the device. Thus, at 46.4 o C, these two modes are matched in the cold cavity. Here we only consider the frequency shift through temperature tuning in the cold cavity case, that is, the optical power causes no thermo-optic bistability. In the pumped cavity, the optical power creates heat inside the microring by increasing the temperature of the device locally. Moreover, the optical power also induces a Kerr shift, which is larger for crossphase modulation on the SHG mode than self-phase modulation on the pump mode, and also helps compensate the frequency mismatch. In the experiment, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , the cavity is found to match well at ≈ 1558.10 nm, with temperature of 27.8 o C, where both thermal and Kerr effects contribute to realizing frequency matching. 
V. ADDITIONAL DATA
In the main text, we show the comparison of SHG conversion efficiency normalized by the pump power. We show here the absolute conversion efficiency in the experiment, as well as the conversion efficiency normalized to dropped pump power (i.e., pump power coupled into the cavity). Each data point is optimized in pump detuning by the backwards tuning method described in the main text. The absolute conversion efficiency, that is, SHG power versus pump power in the waveguide (on chip), reaches up to ≈ 22 %, as shown in Fig. 10(a) . As shown in Fig. 10(b) , the conversion efficiency normalized to the dropped pump power is as high as ≈ 36 %. Thus up to ≈ 72 % of the pump light is depleted inside the cavity, as the SHG mode is close to critical coupling. Such depletion explains why the optimization requires backward tuning, and also why it is not stable beyond this optimized point when tuned further in the backward direction. 
